. Superimposition of NSC756095, NSC756094, NSC756100 and NSC756108 PM7 conformers on the bioactive conformation of NSC756093; j) Figure 13SI . Mutated residues in GBP1 structure; k) GBP1 is capable to interact with PIM1 when the protein is purified in native conditions (green line) but not when the protein is heatinactivated (purple line). Reference channel was kept in PBST (yellow line). B: NSC756093 is unable to bind to PIM1. PIM1 was used as ligand and was functional for its capability to bind GBP1 (green line). NSC756093 at a dose of 1 µM was estimated to produce a maximum signal (RU max ) in case of binding of 6.8 RU (continuous black line). We calculated the theoretical RU max using the formula RU max = MWA/MWL x RL x SM, where MWA is the molecular weight of the analyte PIM1, MWL is the molecular weight of NSC756093, RL is the immobilization level in RU of PIM1 in this experiment and SM is the molar stoichiometry (=1µM). No binding was noticed (purple line), thus suggesting no interaction of NSC756093 with PIM1. Reference channel was kept in PBST (yellow line). Figure 13SI . Mutated residues in GBP1 structure are displayed as CPK, colored by atom type (C = cyan, O = red, N = blue, H = white) and labeled. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity. GBP1 is displayed as ribbons, where the LG-domain is in cyan, the connecting region in blue, the helical domain in red and α12/α13 in orange. 
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